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D. The interface does NOT need to be in an IPMP group. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 237 
Which two statements describe reasons for using the Sun Cluster Manager graphical 
application to manage the cluster (Choose two.)? 

A. It shows live status of the cluster by highlighting faulted components, without the 
user having to manually refresh the display. 
B. It can draw pictures of some of the hardware and other configured elements of 
your cluster. 
C. It has its own authentication mechanism separate from the node on which it is 
running. Users can log in with user names different than those on the node, and thus 
be authorized to accomplish tasks that they cannot accomplish on the command line. 
D. It contains wizards to guide you through properly configuring IPMP on your 
public network. 

Answer: A, B 

QUESTION: 238 
You have a two-node cluster with nodes mars and venus. Given the following output: 
# hostname mars 
#vxdg list 
NAMESTATEID 
rootdgenabled1 152724944.22. mars nfsdgenabled1152725899.26.venus Note the ID 
of disk group nfsdg. 
Which statement is correct? 

A. The ID of nfsdg looks incorrect. You should contact Sun support for further 
investigation. 
B. Disk group nfsdg was previously imported by nodevenus and now is imported on 
node mars. The ID just reports the history 
C. Disk group nfsdg is currently imported on node mars. The ID just reflects the node 
where the disk group was initially created. There is no problem. 
D. Disk group nfsdg seems to have a problem, since it is reported to be imported on 
node mars, but still carries an ID fromvenus. So you might have to suspect data 
corruption. 

Answer: C 
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QUESTION: 239 
Sun Cluster 3.2 uses an object-oriented command line interface (CLI) to manage the 
cluster. The cluster administrator is on-site with the customer and wants to see how 
the cluster was configured. Which command will be used to display the cluster 
configuration? 

A. clnode list 
B. cldevice list 
C. cluster show 
D. cluster status 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 240 
A cluster administrator wants to give the user pat rights to switch the resource groups 
in the cluster. Which task should the administrator perform? 

A. Assign the authorization Solaris.cluster.admin to the user pat. 
B. Nothing, the authorization is by default part of the Basic Solaris User profile.  
C. roleadd -u 1234 -d /export/home/clusoper -A Solaris.cluster.modify 
usermod -R clusoper pat 
D. Tell pat the URL for the Sun Java Web Console and allow the user to login with 
their username and password. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 241 
Which components need to be available before creating an NFS resource called nfs-
rs? 

A. A /global/zfs/admin directory and dfstab.nfs-zs file. 
B. On each node a SUNW.nfs directory and a dfstab.nfs-rs file are required in local 
storage. 
C. A SUNW.nfs directory and a dfstab.nfs-rs file located on a global or failover file 
system.  
D. Nothing has to be created, but the components must be available before the 
resource is enabled. 
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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 242 
Given: 

What is the name of the cluster topology shown? 

A. N+1 
B. Pair + N 
C. Scalable N*N 
D. Clustered Pairs 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 243 
The cluster has been configured using qfe0 and qfe4 as the private network adapters 
on each node in a two-node cluster. On node1 qfe0 is starting to generate errors and 
the customer would like to reconfigure node1 to use qfe1 as a replacement for qfe0. 
The customer does not accept downtime. Which sequence of commands should be 
used to accomplish this? 
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D. unplug the cable from node1 qfe0 and plug the cable into qfe1 

Answer: C 

A. clintr removenode1 :qfe0 
clintr add node1:qfe1 
B. the cluster must be shut down 
C. clintr disable -n node1:qfe0,node2:qfe0 
clintr remove -n node1:qfe0 
clintr add -n node1:qfe1 
clintr add -n node1:qfe1,node2:qfe0 
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